CALENDAR TWO

******** CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ********

Conference Committee Reports:

ELIGIBLE AT 6:50 PM MAY 24, 2019:

SB 621  Nichols / et al.
SP: Lambert
Relating to the transfer of the regulation of plumbing to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission; requiring an occupational license; authorizing a fee.

ELIGIBLE AT 7:30 PM MAY 24, 2019:

SB 668  Hughes
SP: VanDeaver
Relating to data collection, reporting, and notice requirements for certain educational entities.

The Senate requests the appointment of a conference committee on:

SB 421  Kolkhorst / et al.
SP: Craddick / Burns / Burrows / Phelan / et al.
Relating to the acquisition of real property by an entity with eminent domain authority.
(Senate Conferees: Kolkhorst, Ch./Birdwell/Hinojosa/Huffman/Perry)

SB 449  Creighton
SP: Wray
Relating to testimony by an appraisal district employee as to the value of real property in certain ad valorem tax appeals.
(Senate Conferees: Creighton, Ch./Bettencourt/Hancock/Hinojosa/Paxton)

SB 2150  Kolkhorst
SP: Thierry / Walle / Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to the reporting of certain information on maternal mortality to the Department of State Health Services and the confidentiality of that information.
(Senate Conferees: Kolkhorst, Ch./Buckingham/Campbell/Flores/Perry)